
GOLD 30240 ( 0.12 %)

SILVER 35147 ( -1.33 %)

CRUDEOIL 3576 ( -1.59 %)

NATURALGAS 317.4 ( -2.02 %)

Commodities Outlook 
Date:-

On Balance Volume indicator is show ing that Bears has 
started selling NATURALGAS. RSI is losing strength currently 
at  58.63. Which is below  9DEMA.   Bollinger Band(BB) has 
started contracting. It is indicating decrease in the volatility in 
the direction of current trend and probable reversal in 
current trend. 

NATURALGAS is in consolidation zone. Further 
weakness price and indicator value w ill lead to 
deeper correction and vice versa. 
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COPPER 426.55 ( 0 %)

ALUMINIUM 134.75 ( -0.26 %)

NICKEL 767.3 ( 0.39 %)

LEAD 136.25 ( 1.76 %)

  

 
On Balance Volume indicator is show ing that bear are 
continuously selling COPPER.     Bollinger Band(BB) has 
continuously contracting. It is indicating decrease in the 
volatility in the direction of current trend. 

On Balance Volume indicator is show ing that bear are 
continuously selling ALUMINIUM. RSI is in oversold zone 
currently at 29.8. Which is below  9DEMA. Momentum 
Indicator is show ing negative momentum in coming few  
trading session. Which is below  9DEMA. Bollinger Band(BB) 
has started expanding. It is indicating increase in the volatility 
in the direction of current trend. 

On Balance Volume indicator is show ing that Bulls are 
continuously buying NICKEL. RSI is coming out of oversold 
zone currently at 26.27. Which is above 9DEMA.   Bollinger 
Band(BB) has continuously contracting. It is indicating 
decrease in the volatility in the direction of current trend. 

On Balance Volume indicator is show ing that Bears are 
booking prof itsLEAD. RSI is getting strong currently moving at  
43.5. Which is above 9DEMA. Momentum Indicator is 
show ing negative momentum in coming few  trading session. 
Which is below  9DEMA. Bollinger Band(BB) has started 
contracting. It is indicating decrease in the volatility in the 
direction of  current trend and probable reversal in current 
trend. 
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correction and vice versa. 
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NICKEL is maintaining Bullish trend now. It is 
advisable to hold long position if any.
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ZINC 183.1 ( 2.4 %)

Scrip Name S3 S2
ALUMINIUM 133.2           134.0           
COPPER 415.0           420.9           
CRUDEOIL 3 265           3 420           
GOLD 29 723         29 974         
LEAD 127.9           131.5           
NATURALGAS 289.5           304.7           
NICKEL 755.4           760.8           
SILVER 33 767         34 575         
ZINC 171.0           176.1           
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S1 Pivot R1 R2
134.0 134.4           134.7           135.2           135.5           
420.9 424.5           426.8           430.4           432.7           
3 420 3 517           3 575           3 672           3 730           

29 974 30 092         30 225         30 343         30 476         
131.5 133.3           135.1           136.9           138.7           
304.7 312.0           319.9           327.2           335.1           
760.8 763.5           766.2           768.9           771.6           

34 575 34 977         35 383         35 785         36 191         
176.1 179.0           181.2           184.1           186.3           
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Pivot Table 3 December, 2018

On Balance Volume indicator is show ing that Bears are 
booking prof itsZINC. RSI holding strongly at 46.13. Which is 
above 9DEMA. Momentum Indicator is show ing negative 
momentum in coming few  trading session. Which is below  
9DEMA. Bollinger Band(BB) has started expanding. It is 
indicating increase in the volatility in the direction of current 
trend. ZINC had close below  low er band of BB and now  it is 
trading betw een the BB. There are chances of Bullish 
reversal.

ZINC is turning Bullish. It is creating an opportunity to 
generate new long position.
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